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ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


OUR HERITAGE


∙ 1904: Charles Rolls and Henry Royce 


first meet, creating Rolls-Royce: one of 


the most famous brand names in the 


world.


∙ 1907: Silver Ghost hailed as 


The best car in the world


silence, reliability and durability.


∙ 1911: Spirit of Ecstasy


Rolls-Royce.


∙ 1916: First Rolls-Royce aero engine 


∙ 1920s


records on land, air and water.


∙ 1973: Automotive and aero-engine 


division separated, creating Rolls-Royce 


Motors and Rolls-Royce plc.







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


CUSTODIANSHIP 
BY BMW GROUP


∙ 28 July 1998: BMW Group acquires the 


Rolls-Royce Motor Cars marque, 


effective 1 January 2003.


∙ 1 January 2003:


First Goodwood-produced Rolls-Royce 


Phantom is handed to its new owner at 


the stroke of midnight.


Phantom repositioned the brand where it 


ought to be at the pinnacle of the 


automotive spectrum.


∙ 2011: Experimental Car 102EX to explore 


all-electric Rolls-Royce.


∙ 2017: Phantom VIII - A new Phantom 


after 14 years, proving that Rolls-Royces 


∙ 2017: Sweptail


First new Coachbuild Rolls-Royce.  







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
A Rolls-Royce for every occasion


GHOST / GHOST EXTENDED
2020 | The purest expression of Rolls-Royce and the most 


technologically advanced Rolls-Royce yet.


CULLINAN
2018 | The first all-terrain Rolls-Royce SUV 
that makes luxury off-road travel a reality.


WRAITH*
2013 | The ultimate


grand tourer.


DAWN*
2015 | A drophead coupé 


without compromise.


PHANTOM / PHANTOM EXTENDED
2017 -Royce built on the Rolls-Royce 


Architecture of Luxury. A new expression, Phantom Series II, was launched 2022.


*Dawn and Wraith will be discontinued in 2022.







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS
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ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


SALES OVERVIEW


∙ 2021: Highest sales in the marque's 


history, expected to be topped in 2022.


∙ Order bank currently reaches far into 


2023.


∙ Most important sales regions: US and 


China roughly equal share, but also 


Europe, Asia-Pacific and Middle East.


∙ High demand for all models, particularly 


Ghost and Cullinan.


∙ 60% market share in the coveted 


>


∙ Average age of Rolls-Royce clients < 40


∙ 75% retention rate


∙ 80% of Rolls-Royces are driven by their 


owner (20 years ago only 20%).







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


BLACK BADGE 
MODELS


∙ The alter-ego of Rolls-Royce: assertive, 


dynamic and potent.


∙ Engineering changes for a more spirited 


driving experience.


∙ younger clients.


∙ Includes four models: Black Badge 


Ghost, Black Badge Cullinan, Black Badge 


Dawn* and Black Badge Wraith*.


∙ In Europe, around half of model sales are 


Black Badge variants.


*Black Badge Dawn and Black Badge Wraith will be discontinued in 2022.







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


BESPOKE


∙ The Jewel in the Crown of Rolls-Royce.


∙ A Rolls-Royce serves as a canvas onto which clients reflect 


their personal tastes, express ambitions and define 


legacies.


∙ The Bespoke treatment of a Rolls-Royce elegantly reflects 


The best car in the world


expressing the personality and values of its commissioning 


client.


∙ Every car that leaves the Home of Rolls-Royce has some 


form of Bespoke.


∙ Bespoke commissions are at record levels.


∙ The Rolls-Royce Bespoke Collective designers, 


engineers and craftspeople are realising


more ambitious commissions.







COACHBUILD


Boat Tail


∙ Ultimate model in Rolls-Royce portfolio: 


a highly distilled expression of Rolls-


Royce Bespoke.


∙ Coachbuilding has been an intrinsic part 


of Rolls- very 


early days.


∙ Clients are intimately and personally 


involved at each step of the creative 


design and engineering process.


∙ Opportunity to commission a product of 


future historic significance, and then 


participate in every detail of its creation, 


ensuring it is as unique as the client 


themselves.


∙ Enabled by highly flexible Architecture 


of Luxury.







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


ARCHITECTURE 
OF LUXURY


∙ Rolls-Royce proprietary spaceframe 


chassis architecture.


∙ Provides flexibility and scalability.


∙ Basis for all Phantom, Ghost, Cullinan, 


Spectre and Coachbuild models, as well 


as future Rolls-Royce motor cars.


∙ Delivers incomparable ride quality, 


acoustic characteristics, passenger 


comfort, exterior presence and interior 


space.


∙ Aluminium selected due to lightweight 


qualities and higher acoustic impedance.







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


ALL-ELECTRIC FUTURE


∙ Founder, Charles Rolls, prophesised an electrified future 


for automobiles in 1900 declaring electric drive to be 


ideal.


∙ Follows all-electric Vision Cars 102EX (2011) and 103EX 


(2016).


∙ Spectre represents most significant product 


since the founders first met on 4 May 1904.


∙ Customer deliveries will commence in the fourth quarter 


of 2023.


∙ By 2028, we expect around 70% of the new cars we sell 


will be fully electric.  By 2030 we will no longer be in the 


business of producing internal combustion engine 


products.  







ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS


GLOBAL DEALER 
NETWORK


∙ Motor cars sold in more than 50 


countries from a network of 133 


dealerships and boutiques.


∙ Private Office at Goodwood builds 


upon dealer-customer relationship to 


provide special service levels for highly 


Bespoke and other outstanding 


commissions.


∙ Newly opened Private Office Dubai


hosts the first Bespoke Designer and 


Bespoke Client Experience Manager 


located permanently outside Goodwood, 


supporting local dealer partners.


∙ Whispers: the ultimate social media 


experience for owners only, meeting the 


demands and delighting the tastes of the 


global client network.
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Dr. Nicolas Peter 


Speech 


18 October 2022 


 


As you know, the BMW Group is comprised of strong brands. And we 


understand that brands need space and freedom to develop their own 


independent identity and their own culture.  


 


Whether it's BMW, MINI, Motorrad or Rolls-Royce, we give our brands 


that freedom, which is so is vital to their success. And which 


consequently makes the Group as a whole so strong.  


 


For the BMW Group, having a brand like Rolls-Royce in its portfolio is a 


great opportunity. Back in 1997, when the BMW Group began its 


partnership with Rolls-Royce, the brand was in need of modern reset.  


 


Today, Rolls-Royce stands unchallenged not only at the absolute 


pinnacle of automotive engineering, but also as a true House of Luxury.  


 


The brand leads the coveted 250-thousand euro and above price 


segment with a 60% market share. But in fact, Rolls-Royce is really 


operating in a different segment altogether:  


the average retail price for a Rolls-Royce is above half a million Euro.  
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That’s because every car built here is Bespoke – made for the 


individual customer who has ordered it, according to their precise 


wishes. Henrik Wilhelmsmayer, Director of Brand and Sales, will tell you 


more about this later this afternoon. And Bespoke not only results in 


stunning cars, it also delivers great value to the Group and its 


shareholders, as it offers remarkable opportunities to unlock more 


contribution per car.  


 


Rolls-Royce is also incredibly resilient. Despite the challenging 


business environment, 2021 saw an all-time high in sales, with more 


than five and a half thousand cars delivered – a figure that we expect to 


top again in 2022.  


 


The brand, nonetheless, remains customer-driven and demand-based, 


with a pure focus on profitability.  


 


All of this ensures Rolls-Royce cannot be measured against other, more 


volume-focused brands. In fact, when we look to benchmark Rolls-


Royce, we look beyond the automotive manufacturers to the wider 


luxury world. The entry barrier in the true ultra-luxury segment is 


extremely high – and Rolls-Royce is already well established with 


customers in all major global regions.  


 


But what is it that makes Rolls-Royce so successful? 
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Well, it's about more than just building a great car – it's about 


understanding how that product sits within the luxury world and how 


to make it appeal to those who live within that world.  


 


As we saw in the film, the expansion of Rolls-Royce, in line with the 


expansion of the super-luxury segment, has been carefully and skillfully 


managed. 


 


Torsten and the team here recognised early on that the demographic of 


the Ultra-High-Net-Worth-Individual is shifting and they reacted swiftly, 


successfully repositioning the brand. 


 


That understanding of their unique customer base – built upon a 


precious relationship with the clients which Torsten will talk more about 


in a moment - is the key to the astonishing 75% retention rate Rolls-


Royce has built up over the last 10 years.  


 


The repositioning of the brand, which led amongst other things to the 


introduction of Black Badge and Cullinan, means that today the average 


age of a Rolls-Royce customer has become quite young. It’s currently 


below 40. Moreover, whereas 20 years ago, only 20 percent of Rolls-


Royces were driven by their owner, today it is 80 percent. 


 


The sensitivity to the dynamics in individual markets has driven Rolls-


Royce’s strategic commitment to ensure long-term growth. The US and 
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China are the most important regions for Rolls-Royce, with a roughly 


equal share of sales. Europe is the next-most significant region with 


Asia-Pacific and – of course - the Middle East also playing an important 


role.  


 


The brand’s strong order book means that regional fluctuations caused 


by external events can be compensated elsewhere; balanced sales 


strengthen the brand’s resilience, as we have seen only too clearly in 


the last few years. 


 


The success of Rolls-Royce and the bold development of the brand is 


something we are proud of. 


 


Looking ahead, we plan to invest in this site significantly in the coming 


years, to ensure that Rolls-Royce can continue to meet the demand for 


their exceptional products. 


 


Ladies and Gentlemen, 


 


Earlier I spoke about the freedom the BMW Group gives its brands – let 


me give you another clear example of this.  


 


As you know, at the BMW Group we are famous for – and we pride 


ourselves on – our engineering excellence.  
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But we recognised that while Goodwood can benefit greatly from our 


engineering knowledge, Rolls-Royce is a brand which has its own very 


specific requirements. Rolls-Royce's own architecture, for example, has 


been specially created to meet the needs of the brand – the unrivalled 


"Architecture of Luxury" which is not shared with any other brand.    


Through careful governance, Rolls-Royce has maintained its singular 


position in the market while taking advantage of being part of the wider 


BMW Group.  


 


The close partnership allows Rolls-Royce to leverage synergies and the 


broader R&D capabilities of the BMW Group where it supports the 


Rolls-Royce client experience.  


For example, the BMW Group has decades of aluminum competency at 


our Dingolfing site. For Rolls-Royce, we built a specialist facility nearby 


where those masters of aluminum welding use their craft and 


experience to build the Rolls-Royce chassis. 


 


Moreover, Rolls-Royce uses common IT systems to manage business 


and logistics processes, as well as shared development in the Group’s 


leading connectivity, infotainment and media systems and shared 


facilities such as the wind tunnel and crash testing. 


 


Ladies and Gentlemen:  
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It is from this foundation of history and success that we can look ahead 


today, to the next transformation of Rolls-Royce – true to the pioneering 


spirit of Rolls-Royce's inventors. 


 


Today, we are offering you a glimpse of what electrification looks like in 


the super-luxury segment. This is the next logical step for the brand and 


for our customers.  


 


Spectre demonstrates how the knowledge and research within the 


BMW Group was put to good use. The drivetrain was developed by 


Rolls-Royce and BMW engineers working together from the very 


beginning, to ensure Rolls-Royce’s specific requirements were 


considered during every step of development. 


 


As the first ultra-luxury brand to unveil an all-electric car, today Rolls-


Royce is once again a pioneer. 


 


From 2030, Rolls-Royce will be the first BMW Group brand to build only 


electric vehicles.  


 


It is this pioneering spirit that unites the BMW Group and Rolls-Royce 


and makes us so strong together. 
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-speed processing 


capabilities, the Planar system can decouple  anti-roll bars allowing each wheel to act 


independently, preventing the rocking motion that occurs when one side of a vehicle hits an 


undulation in the road. This also reduces high-frequency ride imperfections caused by 


shortcomings in road surface quality. 


 


Once a corner is identified as imminent, the Planar system recouples the components and 


stiffens the dampers, the four-wheel steering system is then prepared for activation to ensure 


effortless entry and exit. Under cornering, 18 sensors are monitored, and steering, braking, 


power delivery and suspension parameters are adjusted so that Spectre remains stable. The 


result is effortless control. 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


   


   


   


   


   


   


    


    


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


  


  


 


    


 


  


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com/en_GB/information/fb-dat-wltp.html

https://www.press.rolls-roycemotorcars.com/rolls-royce-motor-cars-pressclub

https://www.linkedin.com/company/rolls-royce-motor-cars/

https://www.youtube.com/user/RollsRoyceMotorCars

https://twitter.com/rollsroycecars

https://www.instagram.com/rollsroycecars/

https://www.facebook.com/rollsroycemotorcars
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mailto:Georgina.Cox@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:andrew.ball@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:isabel.matthews@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:hal.serudin@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:ruth.hilse@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:frank.tiemann@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:rami.joudi@rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:Malika.Abdullaeva@partner.rolls-roycemotorcars.com

mailto:gerry.spahn@rolls-roycemotorcarsna.com




